Jambo Digital Mobile Money Transfer System

Mobile money transfer is an emerging technology which has changed the way traditional banking services and some businesses operate. In addition to added convenience, the use of cashless digital system reduces the spread of diseases such as Covid-19. Our military personnel can use the system while in the field or combat zone without physical banking. They can use the system from the comfort of their phone. Mohamed Adan has developed a solution which will allow cashless transaction for small businesses, restaurants, gas stations, supermarkets, government service, and bill payment among other transactions. The Jambo service allows users to link or deposit money into their account and make payments via Sim card or Jambo App by keying in six-digit figure assigned to the business owner. The use of the cashless digital system can be implemented using the Jambo App, or by using a Sim card for those who don’t have access to internet. Unbanked US household members can use this system by sending or receiving money via the system at a small fee using pin secured text messages. This solution provides a more efficient, hygienic, and secure alternative to traditional cash and card payments, benefitting both consumers and business throughout the country. The system can help users make bill payment from the comfort of their homes instead of queueing at banking halls or supermarket or auto pay which inconveniences when there is insufficient fund in their account. Setting up bill payment code for all companies that need the service will help customers perform bill payment within a click of a button.
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